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Riverboat Gambling
ISSUE
The General Assembly expanded the State's participation in the regulation and enforcement
of Iowa's riverboat gambling industry. Additional funding was provided for FY 1993 which
would allow the State to assign 5 DCI officers and 1 gaming official per boat. However, since
these funds were appropriated, 2 riverboats (Diamond Lady and the Emerald Lady) have
ceased operations in the State.
AFFECTED AGENCIES
Department of Public Safety, Division of Criminal Investigation (DCI)
Department of Inspections and Appeals, Racing and Gaming Commission
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CODE AUTHORITY
Chapter 99F, Code of Iowa
BACKGROUND
1. In FY 1992, the DCI had 20 agents and 2 word processors assigned to riverboat
gambling enforcement. This level of staffing provided 4 agents per boat which was
not sufficient to cover all excursions and monitoring of the currency and token
counting. The Racing and Gaming Commission added 3 gaming officials to assist
with the monitoring of the currency and token counting.
2. To help resolve the staffing problems, the General Assembly added 15 DCI riverboat
enforcement officers for FY 1993. These officers are a new classification of peace
officers and would be hired at a starting salary of about $27,000. The starting salary
for a DCI agent is $42,000. These new officers would be trained during the first 6
months of the fiscal year and would be aboard the boats sometime in January 1993.
In addition, the Department will eliminate 10 DCI agent positions assigned to
riverboats, which will result in a total of 25 DCI law enforcement personnel staffing the
boats. It is expected that the 10 agents will be reassigned to other vacant positions in
the Department as opposed to being laid off.
3. The General Assembly also added an additional 2 gaming officials, bringing the total
number of stewards to 5 to assist with the currency and token counting.
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4. It is uncertain at this time what effect the 5% reduction mandated in Senate File 2393 will
have on the State's ability to oversee riverboat gambling activities in FY 1993. The DPS
and DOM are reviewing alternatives and will provide them to the Fiscal Committee when
they are finalized.
CURRENT SITUATION
This situation raises several questions/issues:
1. With 2 riverboats leaving, should the DPS and DIA hire all authorized staff in the event
replacement boats become operational in FY 1993? It generally takes 6 months to fully
train a new officer for riverboat enforcement.
2. Should the DPS and DIA reassign riverboat staff to other areas of their departments? In FY
1992, DPS had to transfer 5 DCI agents from general criminal investigations to adequately
staff the 5 riverboats.
3. Would unlimited wagering stabilize the riverboat gambling industry or would
ALTERNATIVES
1. Deappropriate a portion of new funds provided for riverboat enforcement and regulation to
increase the projected year-end General Fund balance.
2. Try to draw additional casino boats to Iowa and/or legalized unlimited wagering.
BUDGET IMPACT
See attachment for budget information.
STAFF CONTACT: Dave Reynolds (Ext. 16934) Mary Shipman (Ext. 17846)
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